
IT’S TIME
Living on the Time Table of Grace

Texts: Galatians 4:4

Chronos & Kairos

I want to invite you to think with me today and in coming weeks on the 
statement: “It’s Time.” How many of you have heard that statement before? 
“It’s time to get up.” “It’s time to go.” “It’s time we dealt with this.” “It’s that 
time!” But what makes one “time” different than another? In fact, what is it 
about living with a sense of “time” that matters at all? I looked through the 
Bible for the way that it spoke about “time,” and what I discovered was so 
fascinating, at least to me, that I thought I’d take up some of YOUR valuable 
time this morning and share it with you.

The Scriptures talk about time in TWO very different senses. One of those 
senses is implied in the New Testament by the Greek word “Chronos” -- from 
which we get our word “chronological.” That’s the word which the Apostle Paul 
uses in Galatians 4:4 when he said that “When the time (chronos) had fully 
come, God sent his Son.” The word “chronos” is used to suggest simply a 
quantity of time or period of time. The chief characteristic of Chronos-time is 
that it is constantly passing by, kind of like the sweep hand on a watch, always 
moving.

In his book, A Guide to Earth History, Richard Carrington gives us some 
valuable perspective on the passing of time. He writes: “If we imagine the 
whole of earth’s history as compressed into a single year, then on this scale, the 
first 8 months would be completely without life. The following 2 months would 
be devoted to the most primitive of creatures, ranging from viruses and single-
celled bacteria to jellyfish, while mammals would not really appear until the 
second week of December. Man as we know him would have strutted onto the 
stage about 11:45 p.m. on December 31. The age of written history would 
have occupied little more than the last 60 seconds on the clock.”

I shudder to think where that puts the span of your life and mine. Without 
declarations like “It’s time!” we might live as if we had endless time to burn. We 
might get caught up in the busyness of decorating our homes, or building our 
portfolios, or fixing up our hair and faces, and actually forget that in a fraction 
of a tick of time’s hand you and I are gone from this earth. Game over. 
Opportunity closed. Song finished. 

Christmas and New Years help us to remember this truth. These holidays are 
sort of like an extra loud tick on the hands of time. They are God’s reminder to 
spend our chronos on the right stuff: To take the time to tell that person near 
you that we love him or her… to use our talents… to offer our witness… to 



make that change… to invest in what is eternal. Somebody has said: “Yesterday 
is history. Tomorrow is mystery. Today is a gift; that’s why it’s called the 
present.” 

There is, however, a second sense in which the Bible speaks of time. The New 
Testament also uses the word “Kairos” to get at the concept of time filled with 
the right stuff. Jesus, for example, explains to his disciples that he’s not yet 
ready to fully reveal his identity to the world by saying, “My time (kairos) is 

not yet come” (John 7:6). The right stuff hasn’t yet come together for me to 
reveal to you the fullness of who I am. 

If “Chronos” has to do with valuing the space of time we have, “Kairos” has to 
do with valuing what fills that space. Literally speaking, the word “Kairos” 
comes from the same Greek root word as the word “Charis,” meaning “grace.” 
Kairos is “grace-filled time.” One of the Big Ideas of the Bible is that God is 
always looking to fill the time of our lives and our world with redeeming grace. 
Yet, sometimes, this kairos takes a fair amount of chronos to unfold, as a 
simple history lesson may illustrate for you.

Configuring the Pieces

Approximately 600 years BCE, the BABYLONIAN army decimated the nation of 
Israel, destroying the great Temple at the center of the people’s life, and 
deporting what was left of Israel’s citizenry to various parts of the world. Those 
not deported fled Israel as refugees. That dispersion (or “Diaspora”) created 
pockets of Jewish people all across the ancient world. They in turn established 
houses of worship or “synagogues” that would one day provide a hospitable 
starting place for spiritual teachings of a new kind. It was like the great 
mainframe computer of Judaism had been broken down and dispersed in the 
form of handheld devices all over the world.

The next key piece of the puzzle was supplied by the GREEK Empire around 
400 B.C. The Greeks established across the ancient world a common language 
through which a universal message, if one ever arose, would actually be able to 
spread from one culture, one information station, to the next. This verbal 
interface allowed the spread of the teachings of philosophers like Plato, who 
advanced the novel concept of a God who was much less likely to be a local 
deity housed in idols of wood and stone than to be a vast invisible Mind or 
Spirit. Plato’s kinsman, Aristotle, carried the thought a step further. If God was 
a Being beyond mere matter, then that God would require some kind of a 
Mediator to make him real to us. Curiously enough, not long after, the Hebrew 
Scriptures were translated into Greek and the Jewish prophecy of a coming 
divine Mediator or Messiah began to spread.

By around 300 B.C., the ROMANS entered the world scene and began to put 



the last critical piece of the puzzle in place. The Pax Romana or “Roman Peace” 
united the world in several essential ways. First, it put into place a system of 
common laws that protected free speech and allowed a certain amount of 
religious freedom, without which the spread of the Christian gospel would 
never have been possible. Secondly, the Roman Empire built a network of roads 
that linked parts of the ancient world together in an unprecedented way and 
provided avenues for transporting not only troops and trade, but also 
transforming ideas. Thirdly, because of the global ethos of the Romans, 
national and tribal religions began to break down in an unprecedented way, 
and a capacity to even conceive of a religion that was meant not just for one 
village or people, but for the whole world, began to emerge.

But there was more. There was also a desperate longing for fresh information. 
There was fatigue, exhaustion, and disappointment with the old program. 
Scholars estimate that at this time some 70% of the world was in bondage, 
economically or militarily. Can you imagine what an audience there might be 
for someone who proclaimed a message of the value of all persons and the 
power of spiritual freedom? Behind the tangled web of history and politics, 
when it looked like nothing was happening, at least not anything terribly 
exciting from a spiritual standpoint, everything was actually moving in the 
direction of God’s purpose. And at just the right moment -- when everything 
had been prepared, when the hour was filled with the most possibility, literally: 
“When the fullness of the time had come,” mere Chronos became Kairos. 
“God sent forth his son” (Galatians 4:4 NKJV). Jesus Christ was born and an 
amazing grace began to fill our world.

Redeeming Time

I share this lesson with you because you may need reminding in this New Year 
that Kairos can be at work even when your Chronos seems filled with nothing 
but bad times. My old seminary professor, Lew Smedes, once wrote: “Life can 
be miserable, horrible beyond enduring, the pits. But the secret of grace is that 
it can be all right at the center even when it’s all wrong on the edges. For at 
the center where life is open to the Creator and Savior God, we are held, led, 
loved, cared for and inseparably bound into the future that he has for every 
child that he claims as his.”  Picture a clock. At the center of time’s ruthlessly 
ticking hands there is an unmovable pivot of grace.

I think of the professional soccer player who struggled to believe that when a 
terrible auto accident left him unable to walk for two years. The young 
goalkeeper for Spain’s famous team, Real Madrid, had dreamt that his 
athleticism would gain him a place to do great good in the world. Now, he 
watched his muscles atrophying and other players taking his place, a terribly 
dark despair overcame him. A nurse said: “It’s time you did something other 
than brood,” and she gave him a guitar. The young man discovered a joy in 
playing and singing and, eventually, composing. Much Chronos ticked by 



before he saw the Kairos at work at the center. It had taken the death of what 
he’d cherished to show the young man the God who cherished him and that his 
shattered dreams were pieces of a larger puzzle. Today, Julio Iglesias (you may 
know of his son Enrique) is one of the most influential and award-winning 
musicians on planet earth.

In the fullness of time, God sent forth his son to do the most crucial part of his 
redeeming work. He came to pay the price for sin, to make a way for you and 
me to come back to God, and to lead us into the beautiful songs for which we 
were made. When the time has more fully come, Christ will return to complete 
what he began and to restore the whole creation. But in between that first 
Advent and that final one, you and I are invited to let him help us redeem OUR 
time. 

“What does it mean to do that?” I ask you in closing. Two things, I think. First 
of all: Place a renewed value on CHRONOS -- on the preciousness of time 
ticking by – will you? Be intensely present to every person and every 
opportunity to do good, because just like THAT, your Chronos with that person 
or on this earth could reach midnight. 

But above all: Live with a steadfast faith in the KAIROS – the grace -- at the 
center of Time too. Don’t lose hope when times are hard. For the car crashes 
and tragedies of so many kinds… the rise and falling of Empires… the changes 
in trade and technology we see all around… even the kind of lousy legislation 
that would force a poor pregnant girl to walk all the way to Bethlehem… These 
things are not always the mere chaos they seem. They are often the God of 
redemption moving the pieces of a perfect puzzle, precisely into place.  

Please pray with me… Lord God, let every tick of the hands of time remind us 
how precious is the gift of the present and all who share it with us. Let every 
tick of the hands of time remind us that at the center of it all is your redeeming 
grace. Keep us walking with you throughout this New Year and as we come to 
your table. In the name of Jesus, we pray. Amen.
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 Isaiah 61:1; Luke 4:17-21


